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Let JZ? be the Clifford algebra constructed over a quadratic n-dimensional real 
vector space with orthogonal basis {e,,..., Y,}, and e,, be the identity of &. Further- 
more, let Mk(Q; &) be the set of d-valued functions defined in an open subset 
Sz of Rm+i (1 < m < n) which satisfy D”f = 0 in R, where D is the generalized 
Cauchy-Riemann operator D = Em i=0 ei(g/&,) and k E N. The aim of this paper 
is to characterize the dual and bidual of M,(L); xi’). It is proved that, if M,(Q; ti) 
is provided with the topology of uniform compact convergence, then its strong 
dual is topologically isomorphic to an inductive limit space of Frechet modules, 
which in its turn admits Mn(Q; Ja) as its dual. In this way, classical results 
about the spaces of holomorphic functions and analytic functionals are general- 
ized. 

1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 

In his well known paper [9] Kijthe has shown that if 58 is an arbitrary proper 
open subset of the Riemann sphere Q and X(g) denotes the space of locally 
holomorphic functions on Z8 provided with its natural topology, then its dual 
may be identified with &‘(%), the space of locally holomorphic functions on 
4?/ = O\S, and conversely. Let us recall that S’(e) is in fact an inductive limit 
space and that the respective duals are endowed with the strong topology. 

Almost simultaneously Grothendieck has developed in [8] a duality theory 
for vector valued holomorphic functions defined on a proper open subset of 0, 
generalizing in this way Kiithe’s result. 

Afterwards Tillmann has worked out in [12] and [13] respectively a duality 
theory for harmonic functions in n-dimensional Euclidean space, n >, 3, and 
for analytic functions on Riemann surfaces. 
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As to the case of holomorphic functions of several complex variables, we can 
cite the work of Lelong [lo] and the thesis [2] of Braun, in which a generaliza- 
tion of Aizenberg’s result in [l] is given too. 

Finally we mention the thesis [3] of Chauveheid, in which he has characterized 
the dual of the space of strong solutions in an open subset Q C R” of an arbitrary 
elliptic differential operator with constant coefficients. 

In this paper, which is a continuation of [4, 5, 6], we study the dual of the 
space M&2; Se) consisting of those functionsf: Q -+ & which satisfy D”f = 0 
in J2, where k E N, k 3 1, Sz is an open subset of Rm+l, J&’ is the Clifford algebra 
constructed over an n-dimensional reaZ quadratic vector space (1 < m < n) 
and D = xy=, ~(a/&,) is a hypercomplex differential operator generalizing 
the classical Cauchy-Riemann operator. In fact the operator Dk determines 
a strongly elliptic system of 2” homogeneous differential equations, each of 
order k. In the particular case that m = n = 1, the solutions of D”f = 0 in Q 
are nothing else but the polyanalytic functions in 52, so that for R = 1, the space 
of holomorphic functions in Sz is obtained. For general m, n and k, &I&2; d) 
constitutes a subclass of the set of R2”-valued polyharmonic functions of order k. 

As a main result it is proved that if M,(sL; -Pa) is equipped with the topology 
of uniform compact convergence, then its strong dual M,(Q; s?): is topologically 
isomorphic to an inductive limite space @i’)(co Q; ~2) of FrCchet modules 
(Theorem 2.3) and that conversely, the strong dual J?$‘)(co Q; JZ!)$ is topologi- 
tally isomorphic to M,(!S; &) (Theorem 5.1). 

It should be noted that the proof of these results relies heavily upon two types 
of Runge approximation theorems obtained in [a, whereas in classical function 
theory the Runge approximation theorem appears to be a simple corollary to 
duality (see [l 11). 

We have thus generalized classical results concerning the spaces X(Q) and 
S’(Q) of respectively holomorphic functions and analytic functionals in Q. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section we repeat briefly some notions and results from [4]-[6] to 
which frequent appeal will be made in the sequel. Let d be the Clifford algebra 
constructed over a quadratic n-dimensional real vector space with orthogonal 
basis {e, ,..., e,} such that ei2 = -e, , for i = I ,..., n, e, being the identity in &. 
Furthermore, let an arbitrary basic element of & be denoted by eA = ei,eiz ... eih , 
where A = (ii ,..., ih} C N = {I, 2 ,,.., n} with ii < i, < ... < ih and put for 
any h = & h,e, E s8, / A 1: = 2” CA hA2. Then 1 . I0 is a norm on ~2 (see [4]). 

Let m < n, m # 0, and let 52 be an open non empty subset of Rm+l. Then in 
[4] we have studied properties of the solutions of the equation Dkf = 0 (fDk = 0) 
in 52, where k E N, k > 1, f E C,(sZ; -02) and D = XL,, e,(i?/&). These 
solutions have been called left (right) k-monogenic functions in Q; their set 
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constitutes a right (left) d-module M,(Q; -c4)(A@)(Q; &‘)) which becomes 
a right (left) Frechet d-module for the topology of uniform compact conver- 
gence (see [4, Theorem 3.11). Moreover, note that, since BkDk = DkDk = e,,Ak 
where A = XL”=, (P/&Q) is the Laplacian in (ti + I)-dimensional Euclidean 
space, M&2; .JZ’) is a submodule of the d-valued polyharmonic functions of 
order K in Q. 

If K C Rm+l is compact, we have introduced in [5] the right (left) d-module 
if&&o K; d)(&?f)(co K; d)) 
(M~“)(co K; a?)) h’ h 

consisting of those elements in M,(co K, ~2) 
w rc are regular at infinity with respect to the fundamental 

solution Ek of Dk. It has been proved that ak(co K, !2)(A?~z)(co K, Sz)) is a closed 
submodule of M,(co K; Q)(lM~z)(co K; Q)) (see [5, Theorem 3.11). 

Finally, three Runge type approximation theorems have been obtained in 
[6], to wit 

(i) If K is a compact subset of R ?n+l and a’ is a subset of co K having one 
point in each bounded component of co K, then the set of “rational” functions 
IMk(Rm+l; -Qz) @ 92*(a‘) is uniformly dense in M,(K, SS’), the latter being the 
&-module of functions which are (A)-monogenic in some open neighborhood 
of K (see [6, Lemma 3.31). 

(ii) If 01 is a subset of co Sz having one point in each component of co Q, 
then the set of “rational” functions M,(R m+l; d) $ B*(a) is dense in M,(sZ; -02) 
for the topology of uniform compact convergence (see [6, Theorem 3.11). 

(iii) If K is a compact subset of Rm+l and 01 is a subset of K having one 
point in each component of K, then the set of “rational” functions 92*(a) is dense 
in Mk(co K; ~2) for the topology of uniform compact convergence (see [6, 
Theorem 4. I]). 

3. THE INDICATRIX OF FANTAPPIE 

In the sequel we assume that Sz is an open non empty subset of Rnz+l, (K& 
is the compact exhaustion of D given by 

XE~: 1x1 <jandd(x,coQ) >f 
I 

and {pKi : j E N} is the proper system of seminorms on M,(Q; s(e) associated 
to it, i.e. for each j E N, 
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Now let T be a bounded right d-linear functional on M,(sZ; d), that is, there 
exist C > 0 and i E N such that for all f E M&Q; &) 

I T(f)lo G CPK,(~). 

Then by the Hahn-Banach and Riesz representation theorems (see [5]) there 
exists an .&-valued measure p in R m+l supported on Kj such that for all 
fe JG(Q; 4 

T(f) = j 44fW 

Furthermore, let p E Bn,(Q; R) with p)(t) = 1 on an open neighborhood wp, C 52 
of Kj . Then by virtue of the representation formula established in [5, Theorem 
4.11, for each xEK, 

f(x) = j E,(x - t) D”(fq)(t) dtrn+l. 

Hence, using Fubini’s theorem, 

zzz 

I [f 
dp(x) Ek(X - t)] D”(fq)(t) dtm+l. 

Put 

b(t) = j dP(X) Ek@ - 4 

= (- 1)” j d&V) E,(t - X) 

= (-1)“~ *E,. 

Then, up to the constant (--I)“, t, equals the right Cauchy transform of p 
defined in [5]. Let us recall that p c El, is right k-monogenic in co[p] and 
regular at infinity with respect to Ek so that t, E A?@)(co Kj ; Se). 

In analogy with classical function theory, t, is called the indicatrix of Fantappie’ 
associated to T in co Ki . 

In view of the foregoing considerations we have 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let T be a right &‘-linear functional on M,(Q!; ~2) which 
is bounded by pKj and let t, be its associated indicatrix of Fantappie’ in co Ki . 
Then if 9) E 9JsZ; R) with v(t) = 1 on some open neighborhood w, of Kj , 

T(f) = j b(t) Wfd(t) dtmfl 

and this for all f E Mk(12; d). 
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In the sequel, forj E N fixed, Qj will stand for the set of functions IJJ E B&2; R) 
such that q(t) = 1 on some open neighborhood wm of Kj which is contained in Q. 

Now take u E J?i’)(co Kj ; &‘), q E aj and call for eachfE &f&J; JZZ’), 

T(f) = 1 u(t) D”(fi)(t) dtm+l. (3.1) 

Then T is well defined on M,(O; ~2). Moreover, its definition does not depend 
on the choice of q~ E @j . Indeed, if vr, v2 E @pj , then $ = R - ‘pz E Bm(J2\Kj ; R) 
so that, using Green’s identity (see [4]), 

I [111 w D”v7w) fitrn+l = (- 1)” 1 
rmn\rc, 

uDk - (f+)(t) dtna+’ 

=o 

We now claim that T, given by (3.1), is a bounded right d-linear functional 
on Mk(i2; JX?‘). It is obvious that T is right d-linear on &f@; Se). To prove 
that T is bounded, we proceed as follows. As II determines a right &-distribution 
Fu in co Kj (see [5]) where 

&($‘I = S,,,. u(t) #(t) dt”+‘, 4 E -Qm(C’J Kj; d>, 
3 

we have that for any distributional extension ‘?P) of u - that is, @P) is a right 
&-distribution in Rm+l with @(‘) = YU in co Ki - and each 4 of the form 
4 = Dk(fvh 

<‘@(T)s Dk(fd> = I,,,. u(t) D”(f~)(t) e+l 
I 

= T(f). 

Now let E > 0 be such that K = {z ED : d(x, Ki) < 2~) C w@. Then, as 
4WDk is a right &-distribution in R”+l with compact support contained in Kj , 
we have that there exist ME N and C > 0 such that for all 4 E 9&RnLf1; &), 

In particular, for $ = fpl 
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Since the components off are polyharmonic in S2, a suitable compact neighbor- 
hood K, of K (K,, C w,) may be found such that 

we get finally that 

which implies that T is bounded on M&2; L&‘). 
In view of the foregoing considerations we have 

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let j E N be fixed, u E &?h’)(co Kj ; ~2) and p E Qj . Then 
T : M,(G); A%‘) -+ ~9 gieren by 

T(f 1 = j- 40 Wfv)(t) dtm+l, f E m4Q; -00 

is a bounded right &‘-linear functional. 

Remark. If u E fih”)(co Kj ; &) and q~ E Qj are given, then a compact 
neighborhood K, C W* of Kj may be found such that the right d-linear functional 
Ton &l&2; ~2) defined by (3.1) is bounded byp, . Note that in the definition 
of T the domain of integration may be restricted td[p]\Kn so that, using Green’s 
identity, we obtain that 

T(f) = (-1)” J;mlinr uDk . fy dtm+l 
n 

+ (-l)“+l Ltrq,j\x 
k-l 

tl 
& (-l)iO+jd~Di(f~). 

Since uD’” = 0 in [v]\K,, , v(t) = 0 on a[~)] and p)(t) = 1 on aK, , we get finally 

that 

T(f) = s, ‘z; (-l)j+4D”-l-$duDjf. (3.2) 
vj 

Conversely, let T be a right d-linear functional on M&2; J&‘) which is bounded 
by pKj and let t, be its associated indicatrix of FantappiC. Furthermore, choose 
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v E @j and let K be a suitable compact neighborhood of Kj satisfying KC 

Cd c *.z . Then, applying once again Green’s identity, we have that 

T(f) = s, 5; (- l)j+“t,D”-l-jduDy. 3 
But, since in CO Kj, t,Dk-l-j = tj+l (see [4]), we get at last that 

T(f) = j-K ;; (- 1 )j+kti+lduDjf. 
3 

The formulas (3.2) and (3.3) should be compared with their analogues in 
classical duality theory, where the relationship between an analytic functional 
and its indicatrix of FantappiC is usually given by an integral taken over the 
boundary of a domain. We describe this relationship in the Propositions 3.1 
and 3.2 by an integral taken over the whole of Rnz+l and this by using Schwartz’s 
space 9&V’& R). The question arises of course whether or not T is uniquely 
determined by u E fiA”)(co Kj ; &‘). To this end we introduce. 

DEFINITION 3.1 .Let j E N be fixed. Then we define the following subset 
L, of @i’)(co Kj ; -02) : an element u E A?!i”)(co Kj ; &) is said to belong to Lj 
if and only if there exists v E Qj such that for all f E Mk(Q; &sl) 

s u(t) DL(fv)(t) dtm+l = 0. 

It is clear that Li is a submodule of &‘i’)(co Ki ; &) and that for any u E Li , 
its associated bounded right d-linear functional is nothing else but the zero 
functional. 

Moreover, if u ELM then we have in fact that for each v* E spj , 

s u(t) D”(fv*)(t) dtm+l = 0 

and this for allf~ Mk(Q; &). 
The meaning of Definition 3.1 will become clear from 

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let j E N be jixed. Then u E Lj if and only if fhere exists 
i, > j such that u = 0 in co Ki 0’ 

Proof. Let u E A?@)(co Ki ; &‘) be zero outside some Ki, (i,, > j) and 
v E 9JQ; J&‘) be such that 9) E DiiO . Then obviously q E @j and for any 
fE m$k 4 

s 
u(t) D”(fq)(t) dt”+l = 0 

which proves that u ELM . 
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Conversely, suppose that u E& . Then for some v E Qj 

s u(t) D”(jp)(t) dtm+l = 0 

and this for alIfE M,(Q; &). 
Now let +, > j be the least index such that [p)] C J&, . Then we prove that 

u = 0 in co Ki, . 
Indeed, let K be a compact subset of wg, such that Kj C & and choose # E 

C,(Q; R) such that y%(t) = 0 on an open neighborhood wlb of Ki contained in & 
and #l(t) = 1 in co K. Then U# E C,(R”+l; ~2) and u+(t) = u(t) in co K. Hence, 
if K, is a suitable compact subset of W, with KC &,, , we have that for all 
fe M&Q; d) 

s u(t) D”(&)(t) dtm+l = 
s [m,\K W)(t) D”u-v)(t) dtrn+’ 

n 

= 0. 

Furthermore, in view of Runge’s theorem (see [6, Lemma 3.3]), for any f * E 
MI&, ; ~4, a sequence (hs)seN of left (A)-monogenic functions may be found, all 
of them having their singularities off Ki, , such that (h&N converges uniformly 
on Ki, to f*. Hence, for each multiindex 01 E Nm+l, (8%s)sEN converges uni- 
formly on any compact subset H C &, to @f *. Thus we obtain that the relation 

s [ml\K W)(t) D”(f *d(t) dt”+l = 0 n 
is valid for allf * E Mk(Kio ; &). 

Now take a E co Kio ; then clearly E,(t - a) E Mk(Kio ; ~2) so that 

s [prl\K W)(t) D”(Kt(t - 4 dt)) dtm+l = 0. II 
Using Green’s identity, we find that 

or 

Ek(t - a) y(t) dtm+l = 0 

(-ljk s,,,, (uI,L) D” . E,(t - a) dtmfl - (-l)k 
s Iml\K w, Dk II n 

E,(t - a)(1 - y(t)) dtm+l = 0. 
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As in co K (u#) Dk = uDk = 0 and 1 - p)(t) = 0, the second term in the left 
member of the last equality vanishes. As to its first term, remark that u# is a 
C,(Rm+r; &)-function which extends u so that, u being regular at infinity with 
respect to E, , 

0 = (- 1)” 1 (~4) D” . E,(t - a) dtm+l 

= ((u#> D” * &)(a) 

= bw-4 

= 44 

Since a E co Ki, has been taken arbitrarily, we thus have proved that u = 0 
in co Ki,. 4 

It is clear that if U, and us , both belonging to mr$gj(co Kj ; d) for some fixed 
j E N, determine the same bounded &‘-linear functional, then ui - us E Lj . 
Conversely, let T be a right d-linear functional on M&2; &) bounded by pK, 
and let tk E il?@)(co K, ; &) be its associated indicatrix of FantappiC. Then 
in view of the foregoing considerations, any element of the form tk + h, h E Lj , 
determines the same T. 

The aim of the following section is to explore this relationship more deeply. 

4. THE DUAL OF Mk(Q;d) 

Let again Q be an open non empty subset of Rm+i, (Kj)zl be the compact 
exhaustion of J2 and {&, : j E N} be its associated system of seminorms on 
Mk(Q; &). Furthermore, let for jeN fixed, Lj be the submodule of J$‘) 
(co Kj ; -01) given in Definition 3.1. Then we assert that Lj is closed in &!@) 
(co Kj ; -Qz), the latter being provided with the topology of uniform compact 
convergence. 

Indeed, suppose that for some sequence (u,),,~ in Lj which converges to u 
in il?@)(co Kj ; &‘), u $Lj . Take v E Qj ; then there ought to exist f E Mk(@ d) 
such that 

s 
u(t) Dk(fv)(t) dt”+l # 0. 

Since for each s E N, 

s us(t) Dk(fp)(t) dtm+l = 0, 
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where the integral is taken over the compact set [v]\w C co Ki , we obtain by 
a classical argument that 

s 
u(t) P(fy) dtm+l = 0, 

clearly a contradiction. 
For each j E N, we may thus consider the quotient left d-module Liz’ 

(co Kj ; @‘)/Lj , consisting of the elements [u] = II + L, , u E i@~z’(co Kj ; at’). 
Equipped with the system of seminorms @j = (J, : X C co Ki compact}, 
where $X([U]) = infhcLUl ps(h), A?i’)(co Kj ; &)/Lj becomes a left FrCchet 
&-module. 

For convenience we put &‘j = A&$z)(co Kj ; J&‘)& , j E N. Now we claim that 
G?~ may be continuously embedded in gj+i . 

Clearly Lj C Lj+l , j E N. Furthermore, define lj : &j -+ G?~+~ by l$([~]) = 
u + Lj+1 . Then obviously the definition of 1,([~]) is independent of the re- 
presentative chosen. Moreover, rj is injective. 

Indeed, assume that 1&u]) = 13([v]). Then u - v E Li+l so that, if 
f~ Md-Q; ~4 and y E @j+l , 

s (u - v) . D”(&) dtm+l = 0. 

But, as u - v E &$‘)(co Ki ; zZ>, this implies that u - ~1 ELM or [u] = [v]. 
Finally Ij is continuous since for each X C co K,+l compact, 

Thus it makes sense to introduce 

DEFINITION 4.1. Let Sz and (K& be as described until now. Then we 
call &&‘J(co 9; ~24) = 9&Yj th e inductive limit of the left &-modules g9 . 
Endowed with its inductive limit topology, we denote this left d-module by 
m~z’(co !2; d),,, . 

Let us recall that, if 2 denotes the proper system of seminorms defining the 
inductive limit topology on A?i”)(co Sz; ,Pe), an arbitrary element Q E 9 is given 
by (see [71) 

QW = ru,=-gf,ru,, ; C~PAfm 

where for each j E N, cj > 0 and Pj E @? . 
Now call &f&2; -Qe)* the left &-module consisting of all bounded right 

d-linear functionals on 1M,(sZ; d). Th en our main objective is to show that 

#o/37/2-4 
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M,(Q; &)*, provided with the strong topology, is topologically isomorphic to 
iCQ’)(CO 52; d), i.e. .Mk(Q; &)$ E lE?~z’(CO Q; d)i*d . 

Let us repeat that an arbitrary seminorm pB from the system defining the 
strong topology on M,(Q; zZ)* is given by 

B being a bounded subset of M&Q; s’). 
Combining the results of the foregoing section with the previous considera- 

tions, we get immediately 

THEOREM 4.1. Let J : M&2; s?‘)* + i@~“)(co Q; &‘) be defined by J(T) = 
[tk], where t, is the indicatrix of Fantappie’ associated to T E M&2; zf)*. Then J 
is an isomorphism between these left d-modules. 

Note that J remains an isomorphism between M&2; &)* and fii’)(co J2; -Qe) 
when these spaces are considered as real vector spaces. This property will be 
used implicitly in the proof of Theorem 4.2 below. 

Now we assert that J is a topological isomorphism. In order to prove this 
assertion we proceed as follows. First of all remark that M&2; &), considered 
as a real vector space, is a Schwartz space. 

Indeed, as each component fA of f E M&2; ~2) satisfies dkfA = 0 in Q, 
M&2; &) is a subspace of nAEpN Harm,(Q; R) where 

Harm&J; R) = (g: Q + R : Akg = 0 in Q}. 

Equipped with the topology of uniform compact convergence, Harm@; R) 
becomes a real Schwartz space and so does nAEpN Harm,(Q; R). Since on 
Mk(Q; &) the induced product topology is equivalent with the natural topology, 
we obtain that M,(O; ,QI) is a real Schwartz space. Consequently, M#; &) 
being a Frechet space too, we find that its real dual M&2; &‘)i--that is the 
space of bounded real linear functionals on M,(Q; d), endowed with the 
strong topology-becomes a sequentially complete bornological space (see [7]). 

As a second step, note that Mk(f2; &)* may always be provided with an 
inductive limit topology since M,(Q; sZ)* = gjMk(f2; s?)& , where for each 
j E N, M,(Q; &)tllj is the left Banach &-module of right d-linear functionals 
T on M&2; &) which are bounded by pKj . 

Let us repeat that 

II Tll, = hyL> ’ T(f lo . 

Denote this inductive limit space by Mk(G; J.x$& . 
As is well known, the strong topology is weaker than the inductive limit 

topology on M&2; &)*. In the following proposition, we shall prove that these 
two topologies are in fact equivalent. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. If considered as real convex spaces, we have that 

Hence 

Proof. To prove these assertions, let us first recall that the function 
0 : M&Q; &)* -+ M,(Q; &)’ defined by B(T) = T~,T, T E M,(Q; AZ)*, is an 
isomorphism between these real vector spaces. 

Here Te,T(f) = 2n[Tf],, , [Tf10 being the err-component of Tf E .d and this 
for any f E n/r,(L?; &). Moreover, if 9 E M&2; JYZ’)‘, then &l(F) = T* is 
completely determined by (see [4]) 

T*(f) = 2-” C e,.F(ft& f E M&k 4. 
A 

(i) We show that 0 is a topological isomorphism between M,(Q; &)& 
and M&2; &‘)i . 

Indeed, let B be a bounded subset of M&2; &‘). Then for each 
T E M&L’; .&)*, 

p@(T)) = ;; I T,,T(f )I < I e. lo sy~p I Tf lo = I e. lo PAT)- 

As there exist C > 0 and 4 such that p,(T) < Q(T) for all T E M&2; &)*, 
q being a seminorm from the system which defines the inductive limit topology, 
we obtain that 

p@(T)) < C I e. lo q(T), T E M,(O; &al)*. 

Consequently e is continuous. 
Since M&Q; &‘)&:,, is an inductive limit of real Banach spaces and Mk(Qn; LX?); 

is a real sequentially complete bornological space, a classical corollary to the 
closed graph theorem yields that 8-l is continuous. 

(ii) We prove that 0 is a topological isomorphism between M,(L); SZZ)$ 
and M&J; &)k . 

Indeed, from the first part in the proof of (i) it follows already that 0 is con- 
tinuous. 
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Now let B be a bounded subset of M&J; c&‘), Y be an arbitrary element of 
M,(CI; &‘)’ and T* = &IF. Then, since 1 e, IO = 2”f2 for each A E 9iV, 
we find that for alIfE M,(G; -Se) 

= 2-““; 1 F(ft?A)I. 

Put BA = BZA , A E 9N, and call B* = UAEdN B, . Then B* is a bounded 
subset of M,(!S; &) and 

which implies that 0-t is continuous. 

(iii) of course follows immediately from (i) and (ii). a 

Finally, we arrive at 

THEOREM 4.2. Let J : M,(Q; zZ)* + iI$‘)(co Q; Se) be defined as in Theorem 
4.1. Then J is a topological isomorphism between M,(Q; ,02)$ and i@,$“)(co Sz; &). 

Proof. From Theorem 4.1 we know that J is an isomorphism. To prove the 
continuity of J, by Proposition 4.1 (iii) it suffices to show that J restricted to each 
M&O; Sd)$$. is continuous. 

Let 9 be ‘an arbitrary element of 9. Then for each T E Mk(sZ; &)cllj , we 
have that 

Q(.VN G cG’i(.J(TN 

G$(Ki) sup I G&J)Ill WooKKj-x 

Here S is the compact subset of co Kj to which the seminorm Pi on c?~ is 
associated and C(K, ; X) is a positive constant depending on Q. 
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Hence, for each T E M,(Q; d)~,,j 

or 

W(T)) < CW,; W II T Iii . 

Of course this implies that J is continuous. 
AS LV~(B; &‘)&d and Sr,$‘)(co 9; &)ind are both inductive limits of FrCchet 

spaces, a classical corollary to the closed graph theorem implies that J-l is 
continuous. 1 

5. THE DUAL OF Bh’)(co Q; &) 

The main objective of this section is to characterize &?&“)(co .Qn; G?)*, the 
right d-module consisting of all bounded left d-linear functionals on %$“) 

(co G; J+nd * 

We claim that &?i’)(co Sz; ,Pe)t is topologically isomorphic to M,(Q; ~2). 
To this end we proceed as follows. Associate to each f~ M,(G); JS?) the Se- 
functional Tf : fii’)(co Q; &) + &’ defined by 

where T = J-l([tJ), J being the topological isomorphism given in Theorem 4.2. 
Recall that the integral representation in (5.1) is independent of the representa- 

tive chosen in [tk] and of T E Dj . 
Furthermore, note that for f and 9 fixed, there exists a positive constant Ci 

such that 

I WI,, G G-p I Wlo . 
% 

Obviously T, is a left &-linear functional on flk’)(co Q; z&‘). Moreover Tf is 
bounded. 

Indeed, let [trc] E @r$“)(co Q; -cB) and let [tk] = &) [t& be an arbitrary 
decomposition of [tk], [tklj E &9 . Taking ui E [t& and putting u = 2~~) uj and 
Tj = J-i([t&), we obtain that 
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If for each j occurring in the above decomposition, vj E Qj is taken arbitrarily 
but fixed, we have that there exist positive constants C, such that 

whence, putting & = [~J\w,~ , 

I Tj(f)lo < Ci id sup I uj(% . 
Uj&klj texj 

Consequently 

so that, since the decomposition of [t,] has been taken arbitrarily, 

where for each j, Pj is a seminorm on mA’)(co Ki ; Se) determined by 

Pj([tJj) = inf sup 1 z+(t)l,. 
U,EIZklj tcxj 

Hence Tf E %‘~“(co fin; &)*. 

THEOREM 5.1. Let I : M&Q; J@‘) + A?‘$‘)(L?; &)$ be dejked by I(f) = T, , 
Tf being given by (5.1). Then I is a topological isomorphism between these right 
&-modules. 

Proof. Obviously 1 is right &-linear. Now we show that I is injective or 
equivalently, that from T(f) = 0 f or all T E M,(Q; &)* it follows that f = 0. 
To this end, choose an arbitrary a E 12, take the least index j E N such that 
a E K, and consider the function &(a - x), x E co Kj . Then &(a - X) E 
&2:z’(co K, ; 22). 

Since we assume that T(f) = 0 for all T E M&2; L&‘)*, we have that for 
cp E Qp, fixed 

s 
&(a - x) D”(&)(x) dxm+l = 0. 

Hence, if K,, is a suitable compact neighborhood of Kj such that K,, C w+, , 
we get by Green’s identity that 

(- 1 )j+“,Tk(a - x) Ll-‘-j do&(.x) = 0 
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or 

But, in view of Cauchy’s formula (see [4]), the left hand side equals f(a) so 
that f(a) = 0. Since a E Sz has been taken arbitrarily, f = 0 in Q. 

Next we prove that I is surjective. 
Let T E Mi’)(co 52; &)* be given. Then we show that there exists 

f~ M,(Q; -QI) such that T = TY. 
For each a E Sz, call again j E N the least index such that a E Ki and put 

f(a) = T(b%& - X)1)- 

Then clearlyf is well defined in Q. Moreover, using classical arguments, we may 
easily check that f~ C,(Q; &‘) and that for each multiindex 01 E Nnz+l 

S=“(u) = T(@[&(u - x)]) = T([@&(u - x)]). 

Hence by virtue of the left &-linearity of T 

Dkf(4 = ‘Wak(W - 41) 
Z 0 

which implies that f E Mk(&?; &). 
Now we prove that T = T, . 
Note that in any case 

(T, - T)([E,(u - x]) = 0. (5.2) 

Take j E N fixed and consider the restriction of T, - T to &$ . If [u] E &j and 
h E [u], by Runge’s theorem there exists a sequence (h,.)rEN of functions belonging 
to Bi’)(co Kj , &) with singularities in Kj , each of the form 

where ui E Kj for each i, such that (AT)rEN converges to h in J&‘)(co Kj ; d). 
From (5.2) it then follows that for any Y E N, (Tf - T)([h,]) = 0 so that also 

(Tf - T)([u]) = 0. Hence Tf - T = 0 on each G?‘~ and thus T, - T = 0 on 
&y(co 52; d). 

As a final step, we show that I is bicontinuous. On the one side, let W be 
bounded in il?&‘(co 52; &)ind and put 8* = J-Q%. Then GY* is bounded in 
M,(s2; d)$. Since M&J; r;4) ’ b is ornological, g* is equicontinuous and hence 
contained in the polar of a semiball, say 3?* C biKj(7) (see [7]). 
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Consequently, iffrz M&Q; &) and I(f) = Tf, 

or I is continuous. 
To prove that I-1 is continuous, remark first that the real convex space 

M,(Q; G’) is evaluable and has representable seminorms. Hence its natural 
system of seminorms is equivalent with the system {r$ : A3 bounded in 
M&2; A?);), where for each 9, r&f) = supy,B 1 Y(f)i, f E M&2; &) 
(see [71). 

Consequently, for any natural seminorm p,, on Mk(sZ; -02), there exist 
C > 0 and 93 b-bounded in M&G; ~2)’ such that for all f E Mk(Q; d), 
PKjf) d Cy&f ). 

Putting &SB = a*, where 19 is the topological isomorphism from Proposition 
4.1 (iii), we obtain that 

= G~F+,(T)~ 

where J is the topological isomorphism given in Theorem 4.2. This proves the 
continuity of I-l. 1 
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